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Brief Overview: 

On 3rd November 2020, Center for Global & Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad, Center for 

Diplomatic Affairs and Political Studies, (DIPAM), Istanbul and Center of Analysis of 

International Relations, (AIR Center), Azerbaijan conducted an “Online International 

Conference” on “Turkey – Azerbaijan – Pakistan Trilateral Vision on Common Civilization.” 

This online conference aimed to discuss various wide-ranging similar aspects of cultural, 

social, political and geostrategic aspects of past, present and future of Pakistan, Turkey and 

Azerbaijan. 

This Online Conference was addressed by four prominent experts and members of academia 

from Turkey, Pakistan and Azerbaijan who shared their valuable insight on different aspects 

of this topic in considerable detail.  Panelists of the Conference included:  

 Major General Syed Khalid Amir Jaffery HI (M), (Retd), President, Center for Global & 

Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad  

 Mr. Tolga Sakman, Chairman, Center for Diplomatic Affairs and Political Studies, 

Istanbul DIPAM, Turkey.  

 Dr. Farid Shafiyev, Chairman, Center of Analysis of International Relations, (AIR 

Center), Azerbaijan  

 Ambassador (R) Aydin Nurhan, Former Representative at OIC, Turkey 

This online conference was attended by a large number of participants from Pakistan, 

Turkey and Azerbaijan. 
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Summary/Analysis 
 

1. Historical Context: 

 

a) The historical bond of friendship, cooperation and brotherhood that Turkey, 

Azerbaijan and Pakistan is remarkable. The area which is presently Turkey, 

Azerbaijan and Pakistan have remained under the Turkic influence since the 

ancient times. The regions comprising Pakistan, Azerbaijan and Turkey have 

been influence by contiguous Persian, Hellenistic, Arab and Turko-Mongol 

cultures at various points in history. They share common religion, linguistic 

affiliation, cultural assimilation and other similarities.  

b) Turkey, Pakistan and Azerbaijan are "Three Countries, One Nation". This 

encapsulate the spirit on which these three countries are enhancing their 

multi-faceted cooperation. Pakistan, Azerbaijan and Turkey have strong 

historical, cultural, social, religious and civilizational ties. Apart from that, 

Azerbaijan, Pakistan and Turkey also have a strategic dialogue and 

partnership which reflects the real essence and strength of their relations. 

c) The concept of Sufism also played an essential role in the development of the 

Islamic thought in the region and culture. The inflow of Sufi scholars and 

philosophers led to the revival of the social fabric of this region and 

introduction to Islam. Hence, Sufi culture evolved to create the traits of 

tolerance and harmony which was required in a multi-ethnic and multi-

sectarian society of the South Asian region.  

d) The Central Asian languages including Persian and Turkic were spoken in 

South Asia and it led to the development of Urdu language in the 18th century, 

which is presently the national language of Pakistan. Urdu derived from a 

Turkish word Urde or Urda which means Army. It emerged as the language of 

the camp or Lashkari zaban.  

e) The most relevant era was of the Mughal or Temuri emperor Babur. The three 

regions reached an unprecedented level not only in the architecture but the 

integration of pre-existing smaller kingdoms into a single Mughal empire led 

to the need and birth of a new unified culture. 

f) The Silk Road was the first globalized overland road and maritime network 

and trading system in the ancient times. It reinforced the flow of commerce, 

information and people across the trade routes linking Asia, North Africa and 

Caucuses region and South Eastern Europe.  
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2. Pakistan - Turkey Relations  

a) Turkey has continued supporting Pakistan over the years and the friendship 

between the two countries is historic. Turkey established relations with 

Pakistan soon after independence in 1947 and the bilateral relations became 

very close due to the cultural, religious and geopolitical links. The founder of 

Pakistan Mr. Muhammad Ali Jinnah expressed admiration for Turkey’s 

founding leader Mustafa Kamal Ataturk and expressed a desire to develop 

Pakistan on the Turkish model of modernism.  

b) Jinnah is honored as a great leader in Turkey and a major road of the Turkish 

capital Ankara is named after him, while similarly, roads in Islamabad, 

Karachi, Lahore and Peshawar are also named after Kamal Ataturk as a gesture 

of love and attachment that both nations have for one another. 

c) The Khilafat movement occupied a very important place in the history of the 

Muslims of sub-continent and is still fondly remembered. Our forefathers 

affiliated themselves with the Sultanat-e-Usmania and all the Muslims of the 

sub-continent tried their best to save the Ottoman Empire not only by financial 

support but they also fought along with the Ottoman army.  

d) The 21st century witnessed major developments in Pakistan-Turkey relations. 

Pakistan and Turkey established High Level Dialogue Mechanism in 2003 and 

adding a fresh chapter to the relations in May 2017 they upgraded their 

military and strategic relationship.  

e) Since the Prime Minister Mr. Imran Khan visited Ankara in January 2019 the 

two countries relations have been on a decidedly upward trajectory. 

Cooperation with Turkey in all the fields has been the cornerstone of our 

relationship. 

 

3. Pakistan - Azerbaijan Relations: 

 

a) Pakistan relations with Azerbaijan are again on historical, cultural and 

religious commonalities, and both the countries always stand with each other. 

Both nations share Persian-Turkic history. The emperor Humayun combined 

both the Safavi Empire and his empire in the subcontinent. A place called 

Multan Sarai in Azerbaijan symbolizes the caravan that used to trade in Baku 

from Multan, Pakistan. 

b) Baku State University, Azerbaijan has a well-established Urdu branch teaching 

Azerbaijani students the national language of Pakistan while an online 

Azerbaijan News Agency recently has been launched in Pakistan.  

c) The bilateral strategic cooperation between the two States embraces the 

economic, cultural, political and defense fields. Baku fully supports the 

settlement of the Kashmir problem based on the relevant resolutions of the 
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UN Security. Pakistan unconditionally supports Azerbaijan in the current 

ongoing Nagorno-Karabakh conflict and condemn the Armenian aggressive 

policies which are disturbing peace and stability in the region.  

d) The United Nations Security Council adopted four resolutions in 1993 

regarding the Armenian occupation of Azerbaijani internationally recognized 

territories. The first resolution in April 1993 was adopted when Pakistan was 

chairing the Security Council. Azerbaijan at that time was trying hard to raise 

this issue in Security Council. Some global powers were reluctant to consider, 

and so the permanent representative of Pakistan at that time played very 

important role in supporting Azerbaijan on the issue. 

 

4. Deconstructing the Western, Eurocentric Narrative 

 

a) The conflicts in different geographies such as Eastern Mediterranean, Cyprus, 

Nagorno-Karabakh and Kashmir are fundamentally similar. These problems 

have been highlighted time and again but no concrete solution has been 

implemented. The influence of the trio is important in peace and stability of 

the region and find solutions of regional conflicts. 

b) Major powers like Britain, France and USA have differing opinions on many 

issues such as the political stance of Europe's security, China's position and 

policies etc. As France, Russia and the USA are the official mediators of this 

conflict so their approach should be neutral. However, all of these have same 

approach on the problem between Azerbaijan and Armenia i.e. to put pressure 

on Azerbaijan.  

c) The western powers have a historical, colonial mindset when it comes to the 

regional issues like that of the Nagorno Karabkh conflict. This colonial legacy 

has its roots in First World War. Allied powers; Britain, France and Russia tried 

to dismantle the Ottoman Empire and they partly succeeded after they 

brought so-called Armenian question to the table.  

d) It is time to develop non-western, non-Eurocentric history of the region to put 

an end to the elimination of their narrative. The three countries, Pakistan, 

Azerbaijan and Turkey should unite efforts to give different non-western 

narrative whether it comes to the events in the Middle East, in Turkey, in the 

South Caucuses, Central Asia and South Africa, South Asia. The cooperation 

between think tanks in these countries should be instrumental in developing 

those anti-colonial narratives.  

e) Media is a vital instrument in this regard. The three countries should develop 

media platforms to disseminate information about each other’s national 

stance, about the regional development, conflict-related issues etc.  
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5. Cooperation between Regional States 

 

a) The Islamophobia existing around the world, regretfully, shows how 

misunderstood Islam is. Islamophobia is a very wrong concept and shows the 

enmity against Muslims. History proves that the Muslims used to live in 

harmony and tolerance with other faiths. Umayyads, Andalus Umayyads, 

Abbasids, Saljuks, Ottomans, Babur, all of Islamic civilizations, in theory and 

practice has the civilization of co-surviving in harmony with the others.  

b) It is a rule in Islamic civilization, it’s not an exception, to live in harmony with 

the other. Whereas, in the West, living in harmony with other is exception, it’s 

not the rule. They either annihilate you or assimilate you, they cannot survive 

with you. Even after World War II, they still had the imperialistic income, 

which they could reflect to the proletariat. Now as developing countries are 

becoming rational, the West is losing economically.  

c) The USA has lost its legitimacy, respect and love. So they have come up with 

the notion that if the world doesn’t respect America anymore, then they should 

fear it. But they’re losing and China is emerging. 

d) Now, Russia, China, Muslim World are there. Pakistan tends to go with China. 

Russia is a declining power. All the European parts of the Soviet Union and 

Russian satellites Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary are gone. Thus Russia is a 

lonely state now with stumbling economy. Except it has dangerous toys. So 

Russia needs a new world, with new friends. 

e) Russia’s approach for the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict is positive, primarily 

because Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh are the soft bellies of Russia. The 

western countries can manipulate it anytime. It seems that Russia wants to 

end this conflict in a just manner so that West cannot manipulate the soft belly 

of Russia.   

f) We see Russian, Turkish, Iranian, Azerbaijan cooperation emerging in Central 

Asia, and Pakistan is joining hands with China. So there are prospects of 

increased cooperation between Russia and the Muslim world, Pakistan and 

China.  

g) We need a new strategy. We should have the ears of the oppressed, African, 

Asian countries, Latin American countries and change our information 

strategy completely. Trying to convince the western world and forming 

lobbies is of no use. We should start our new strategy of gaining the hearts and 

minds of the oppressed and surround the western world with our new allies. 
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Speeches by the Speakers  
 

Speaker 1: 

Mr. Tolga Sakman, Chairman, Center for Diplomatic Affairs and Political Studies, 

Istanbul DIPAM, Turkey 
 

Today we will talk about Turkey, Azerbaijan and Pakistan 

trilateral vision on common civilization. We have valuable 

speakers for this panel. First of all I would like to introduce 

the speakers and then make a short introduction to the 

subject. First speaker is Major General Syed Khalid Amir 

Jaffrey (Retd), President of CGSS. In Pakistan Army, he held 

various instruction, staff, and command assignments 

including Military Intelligence Directorate, General 

Headquarters and Inter-Services Intelligence Headquarters, which gave him a rich expertise 

in the field of intelligence and leadership. The second speaker among us is, H.E. Dr. Farid 

Shafiyev, Chairman of Azerbaijan Center of Analysis of International Relations. He has served 

in Azerbaijan mission to the United Nations from 1998 to 2001 and remained the 

Ambassador of Azerbaijan to Canada, and also as ambassador of Azerbaijan to the Czech 

Republic. We also have, His Excellency Ambassador Aydin Nurhan. In his diplomatic career 

he served as Ambassador to Accra, also accredited to Togo and Benin, previously Consul 

General in Azerbaijan, Austria and Australia. He was the Director General of Science and 

Technology at the Organization of Islamic Cooperation in Jeddah.  

I would like to say a few sentences to introduce the subject and what we mean by trilateral 

vision on common civilization. Turkey, Azerbaijan and Pakistan relations that we express 

frequently now-a-days, is actually a high level of cooperation and common bonds from a 

micro perspective. With the shaping of economic structure at the basis of western styled 

political system and global hegemony of the West, the global power focus has shifted to the 

East. This situation which we have observed for a while has evolved into a process triggered 

by the corona virus pandemic. This process became concrete within the framework of Belt 

and Road Initiative which China supports economically. The self-confidence brought by good 
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economic development, independent from the West, has strengthened geographical and 

historical ties especially in Asia. 

It’s obvious that these conflicts in different geographies such as Eastern Mediterranean, 

Cyprus, Nagorno-Karabakh and Kashmir are basically similar. While these problems have 

been kept in silence for a while, they are coming back to agenda and considered as the pain 

of the new era. Turkey and Azerbaijan seem to be open to cooperation in different formats 

because of brotherhood, blood and language but Pakistan’s ties of affection with Turkey and 

Azerbaijan are undeniable. What we need to talk about today is not just an alliance in the 

terms of security, but the role it will take in new civilization order, to be established with 

geography, culture, identity and belief represented by these three countries. Now, I will like 

to turn to our speakers, our first speaker Maj Gen. Khalid Jaffrey, please you can start your 

speech.  
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Speaker 2: 

Major General Syed Khalid Amir Jaffery HI (M), (Retd), President, Center for Global & 

Strategic Studies (CGSS), Islamabad 

 

Thank you very much Mr. Tolga for having me on this on this 

webinar on a very important topic along with Excellency 

Ambassador Nurhan and Ambassador Farid. As we all know 

the historical bond of friendship, cooperation and 

brotherhood that Turkey, Azerbaijan and Pakistan enjoy are 

almost unmatched in this world. The eternal bond of affiliation 

between the three countries is unbreakable. ‘One Nation Three 

States’ encapsulate the spirit on which these three countries 

are enhancing their multi-faceted cooperation. Pakistan, Azerbaijan and Turkey have strong 

historical, cultural, social, religious and civilizational ties. Apart from that, Azerbaijan, 

Pakistan and Turkey also have a strategic dialogue and partnership which reflects the real 

essence and strength of their relations.  

The whole of Turkey, Azerbaijan and Pakistan have remained under the Turkic influence 

since the ancient times. The regions comprising Pakistan, Azerbaijan and Turkey have been 

influence by contiguous Persian, Hellenistic, Arab and Turko-Mongol cultures at various 

points in history. Their influence spread far and wide in the region of Turkey and even in 

Europe and after the advent of Islam the majority of the regions converted and Islam also 

extended along the cultural and trade routes in the entire region. So we have the same 

culture, religion, linguistic affiliation, cultural assimilation and similarities. Islam, common 

culture and ethnicity are the basic factors that bond us together. The concept of Sufism also 

played an essential role in the development of the Islamic thought in the region and culture. 

The inflow of Sufi scholars and philosophers led to the revival of the social fabric of this 

region and introduction to Islam. Hence, Sufi culture evolved to create the traits of tolerance 

and harmony which was required in a multi-ethnic and multi-sectarian society of the South 

Asian region. In a decentralized global faith such as Islam, the practice of Sufism had varied 

tremendously across different regions and countries over time.  
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The Central Asian languages including Persian and Turkic were spoken in South Asia and the 

cultural similarities led to the development of a new language called Urdu in the 18th century, 

which is presently the national language of Pakistan. Urdu, is a language which is composed 

of Arabic, Turkish and Persian mixed with Hindi. Urdu developed as a language in Central 

Asian and the Turkic armies as is evident by its name originally derived from a Turkish word 

Urde or Urda which means Army. So Urdu has emerged as the language of the camp or 

Lashkari zaban. So this is also a great factor in this civilization which we share. The most 

relevant era was of the Mughal or Temuri emperor Babur in the context of language 

assertion, cultural integration between the three regions reached an unprecedented level 

not only in the architecture but even designs in Pakistan in the buildings they have Central 

Asian and Turkish influence. The integration of pre-existing smaller kingdoms into a single 

Mughal empire led to the need and birth of a new unified language and culture for the first 

time since the Aryan era.  

The Silk Road, which has already been mentioned or the knowledge of the BRI was the first 

globalized overland road and maritime network and trading system in the ancient times. The 

Silk Road reinforced the flow of commerce, information and people across the trade routes 

linking Asia, North Africa and Caucuses region and South Eastern Europe. The Tughlaq 

dynasty, which ruled most of the sub-continent in the 14th century had Turko-Indian origin 

and was linked with the Turkish tribe inextricably. I would like to highlight the relations of 

Pakistan with Turkey and Azerbaijan. Turkey has continued supporting Pakistan over the 

years and the friendship between the two countries is indeed historic. These relations have 

been traditionally strong with both nations maintaining extensive cultural, commercial, 

strategic and military cooperation. Turkey established relations with Pakistan soon after its 

independence in 1947 and the bilateral relations became very close due to the cultural, 

religious and geopolitical links. The founder of Pakistan Mr. Muhammad Ali Jinnah expressed 

admiration for Turkey’s founding leader Mustafa Kamal Ataturk and expressed a desire to 

develop Pakistan on the Turkish model of modernism. Jinnah is honored as a great leader in 

Turkey and a major road of the Turkish capital Ankara is named after him, while similarly, 

roads in Islamabad, Karachi, Lahore and Peshawar are also named after Kamal Ataturk as a 

gesture of love and attachment that both nations have for one another.  
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The sentiments of brotherhood that Pakistanis have for the people of Turkey and Azerbaijan 

have their roots in history. The history of Pakistan-Turkish relations is a story of exemplary 

cooperation; we have been friends and supported each other in times of war and peace. The 

institution of Khilafat, the Khilafat movement which took place occupied a very important 

place in the history of the Muslims of our region and is still fondly remembered. Our 

forefathers affiliated themselves with the Sultanat-e-Usmania and all the Muslims of the sub-

continent were living under British Raj, they initiated the movement and tried their best to 

save the Ottoman Empire not only by financial support but they also fought along with the 

Ottoman army. So this is a glaring example of deep ties in history.  

Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah at the time of appointment of His Excellency Mr. Yahya 

Kamal as the first Turkish ambassador in Pakistan on March 4th 1948 stated that, “Turkey 

has drawn our admiration for the valor of Turkish people and the way in which your statesmen 

and leaders have struggled and fought almost single-handedly in the midst of Europe for your 

freedom and sovereignty which is worth mentioning. I really can assure your Excellency that 

the Muslims of Pakistan will entertain sentiments of affection and esteem for your country and 

now Turkey and Pakistan both as free, sovereign and independent countries can strengthen 

their ties more and more for the good of both’. He also hoped that being Muslim countries 

people of nation would put their genuine backing and teamwork into establishing closer 

political and cultural ties and thus contribute in the welfare and betterment of the two 

brotherly states.  

The 21st century witnessed major developments in Pakistan-Turkey relations. Pakistan and 

Turkey established High Level Dialogue Mechanism in 2003 and adding a fresh chapter to 

the relations in May 2017 they upgraded their military and strategic relationship. Since the 

Prime Minister Mr. Imran Khan visited Ankara in January 2019 the two countries relations 

have been getting stronger and are now on a decidedly upward trajectory. Cooperation with 

Turkey in all the fields has been the cornerstone of our relationship and we can never forget 

the support which Turkey has given us on the issue of Kashmir.  

Pakistan values its close brotherly ties with Azerbaijan which are again based on historical, 

cultural and religious commonalities and both the countries always support and stand with 

each other. Pakistan intends to further cement those relations to parliamentary and 
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economic cooperation. The similarities between the two countries are striking. Not only they 

have a shared Persian-Turkic history, but they also have similar cultural, religious and 

geopolitical outlooks during the 16th century, the emperor Humayun combined both the 

Safavi Empire and his empire here in the subcontinent. Moreover, Baku State University has 

a well-established Urdu branch teaching Azeri students the national language of Pakistan 

while an online Azeri News Agency recently has been launched in Pakistan.  

When I first visited Baku, the guide took us to a place known as Multan Sarai and I never 

knew that in Baku there is a place known as Multan Sarai. From Multan, the caravan used to 

come and trade in Baku. We share an enduring diplomatic relationship and Pakistan was one 

of the first countries to recognize Azerbaijan as an independent State in December 91. The 

bilateral strategic cooperation between the two States embraces the economic, cultural, 

political and defense fields and Baku fully supports the settlement of the Kashmir problem 

based on the relevant resolutions of the UN Security. Pakistan fully and unconditionally 

supports Azerbaijan in the current ongoing Nagorno-Karabakh conflict and we condemn the 

Armenian aggressive policies which are disturbing peace and stability in the region. 

Similarly, Turkey and Azerbaijan enjoy historic and unmatched relations and it is a 

commonly known fact that Azerbaijan, Turkey and Pakistan have also stood with each other 

with no conditions. The reason behind the unconditional support and strong ties can be 

understood by analyzing the commonalities in these countries. Therefore, I see this 

Azerbaijan, Turkey and Pakistan trilateral cooperation as a natural block in the future. This 

strategic trilateral partnership has enormous potential for us as well as for the region. 

Together, we can play a vital role in peace and stability of the region and we can support each 

other in international organizations and we can intensify our cooperation in the defense 

sphere also. With this, I will end my talk and I hope that in future we further increase our 

cooperation between the three countries.  
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Speaker 3: 

Dr. Farid Shafiyev, Chairman, Center of Analysis of International Relations, (AIR 

Center), Azerbaijan  

 

I thank DIPAM and CGSS for this initiative. Indeed I think it is 

a timely initiative. On the streets of Baku you can see the flags 

of Turkey, Azerbaijan and Pakistan. Mr. Jaffrey gave indeed 

very extensive and precise historical picture of how the ties 

between Azerbaijan, Pakistan and Turkey developed over 

centuries. Azerbaijan highly appreciate the fact that Turkey 

and Pakistan were among first countries who recognized 

Azerbaijan independence from in 1991. Indeed the history of 

Pakistan Turkey relationship of course is older. The Azerbaijan is a bit new arrival to this 

triangle but we believe we have important common denominator not only in terms of 

religion but in terms of the political view on how to develop the regions, how to resolve the 

conflicts whether it be Nagorno-Karabakh the Armenian occupation or Kashmir and the 

situation around Turkey, the situation in Syria and into the number of issues around Turkey. 

For this reason the solidarity between these three countries is very important.  

I would like to highlight probably a few things in the context of the today’s regional 

development and also geopolitical struggle between the global powers. Quite recently as you 

all know that Azerbaijani armed forces have conducted operation against Armenian armed 

forces to put an end to 30 years long occupation of Azerbaijani internationally recognized 

territory particularly Nagorno-Karabakh region and some our seven adjacent regions. 

United Nations Security Council adopted four resolutions in 1993. We are demanding 

withdrawal of all occupational forces. It will be quite relevant to highlight that the first 

resolution in April 1993 was adopted when Pakistan was chairing the Security Council. There 

was a Country President holding presidency in the Security Council, so Azerbaijan in April 

1993 was only one year’s experience in United Nations because officially Azerbaijan was 

accepted in the United Nations on March 2nd 1992. Less than in one year we faced with the 

Armenian occupation and in April 1993 Armenian armed forces occupied Calgary district 

and our diplomats at that time were trying to raise this issue in Security Council. Some global 
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powers were reluctant to consider and then the permanent representative of Pakistan at that 

time played very important role in supporting this issue.  

There can be so many examples that can be produced for our 29 years of independence and 

next year we’ll be celebrating 30 years independence. So the cooperation between these 

three countries in the international organizations is vital. I believe a much larger and 

stronger cooperation is needed between the scholars Pakistani, Turkish and Azerbaijani 

scholars and between think tanks. President of Azerbaijan recently in his address to 

Azerbaijani people regarding ongoing conflict and pressure which Azerbaijan feels from the 

global powers, mentioned that if we look at the discussion between Russia on one side and 

western European powers like Britain and France and even United States, they have almost 

different view on everything. On disarmament, on European security on the role of China, on 

the situation in Middle East. You name it, their views are opposite. But when it comes to the 

Armenian Azerbaijan conflict, then politically they’re trying to exert pressure on Azerbaijan. 

So far those countries, particularly France, Russia and United States were the official 

mediators of this conflict and they are supposed to be neutral. But if we look at the western 

media coverage, Russian media coverage and especially the majority of academics scholars 

writing about the Armenian-Azerbaijan conflict they have quite similar approach and I 

believe it has something to do with historical, colonial legacy.  

It is time to develop non-western, non-Eurocentric history of the region to put an end to the 

elimination of this European narrative whether it comes to the issues of Kashmir, Nagorno-

Karabakh conflict and situation around Turkey. It’s my personal opinion that some of these 

issues have roots in First World War. If we are speaking about Armenian issues and as we 

know the Allied powers Britain, France and Russia, they tried to dismantle the Ottoman 

Empire and they partly succeeded after the First World War and they brought to the table 

the issue of so-called Armenian question to the table. More precisely they tried to do in the 

19th century too. But they succeeded that partly in the 20th century. So for that reason if we 

look at the historical events of 1915, they have a similar approach and from my own 

experience, like I was doing my PHD in Canada and I was writing about Russian and Soviet 

resettlement policy, but suddenly the scholars at the defense board they asked how you view 

the events in 1915? I said it is not so much relevant issue to my PHD but you know I gave my 

vision what happened and then they tried to push pressure. I faced this kind of unanimous 
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similar approach between Russian and western scholars for historians they know the 

phenomenon called orientalism.  

There is now very strong feeling among non-western historians, about the new post-colonial 

narrative. But I believe we, as three countries, we have to unite our efforts to give different 

non-western narrative whether it comes to the events in the Middle East, in Turkey, in the 

South Caucuses, Central Asia and South Africa, South Asia. The cooperation between think 

tanks in Turkey, Pakistan and Azerbaijan should be instrumental in developing those anti-

colonial narratives and in our area I believe it’s the media, we need also the mass media 

probably. In recent years we see increased coverage of TRT world, the English Turkish news 

channel and how we can also develop media platforms to disseminate information about our 

countries, about the regional development, about conflict-related issues. Thank you very 

much.  
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Speaker 4: 

Ambassador (R) Aydin Nurhan, Former Representative at OIC, Turkey 

 

I would like to start with the general global view and then 

come to our bilateral and trilateral relations. First of all, what 

they call Islamophobia which is completely wrong, it is the 

enmity against Muslims. Islamophobia is not fear anymore, 

its enmity. The Medinah contract: 

Umayyads, Andalus Umayyads, Abbasids, Saljuks, Ottomans, 

Babur, all of Islamic civilizations, in theory and practice has 

the civilization of co-surviving in harmony with the others. It is a rule in Islamic civilization, 

it’s not an exception, to live in harmony with the other. In the West, in Christian civilization, 

living in harmony with other is exception, it’s not the rule. They either annihilate you or 

assimilate you, they cannot survive with you. The only exception is, on and off, with the Jews, 

the Jewish philosophers, thinkers etc. in Europe. But in general, they cannot survive with the 

other. What happened after World War II they still had the imperialistic income, which they 

could reflect to the proletariat. So they invited the Turkish, Pakistani workers to England, 

Greeks went to Europe, Spanish and Italians went to Germany, France etc. to work. But the 

Christians went back to their countries as they developed. Turks are gradually coming back 

to Turkey now. So, as they lose economically, the old historical character popped up. Thus, I 

am hearing the footsteps of another Holocaust in Europe, next in the US.  

I remember after World War II, when Kennedy was killed, I was 14 years old then, and we 

cried. Then the second phase of legitimacy, respect. We respected America, until 9/11. After 

9/11, Guantanamo, Abu Ghraib, America’s unjust approach to Palestine etc. So the last phase 

of legitimacy was, if they don’t love America anymore, if they don’t respect America anymore, 

then they should fear it, this is the last step in legitimacy. But they’re losing. So what is coming 

up in the world is China, but at the 70th anniversary celebrations, I made a speech in 

Shanghai. I asked the same question, can China replace American legitimacy? That is the 

problem. And that is also an important point for Pakistan.  

Now gradually coming lower from the global picture, Turkey and Russia, the western 

civilization lost both of them. They said - my way or the highway. And Turkey, from the start 
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of Peter the Great, Ottoman, we can even start it with a tulip age about the 18th century, but 

also with Selim III, Sultan Mahmud II. So at that time we opened and tried to embrace 

Europeans. They did not treat us well. Neither Russians nor Turks accepted that. So 

gradually, we are losing Europe. I lost hope, they don’t give their ears to us. So what do we 

have now, Russia, China, Muslim World and the West. If the west does not want us then what 

do we do? Pakistan tends to go with China. Although Turkey has fought 13 wars with the 

Russians, still yet, Russia is a declining power. Russia is very lonely. Think of Russia, who is 

Russia’s friend today? All the European parts of the Soviet Union are gone, they hate Russia. 

All the Russian satellites Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary are gone. Bulgaria is in NATO. 

Russia is a lonely state now. Its economy is in shambles. It has no democracy. So it’s in deep 

trouble. Except it has dangerous toys. So Russia needs a new world, with new friends.  

Can Islamic world befriend Russia? Would Russia be working for that?  It seems so. Its 

approach for the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict is positive. Why? Because Armenia Nagorno-

Karabakh are the soft bellies of Russia. The western countries can manipulate it anytime they 

wish. It seems that Russia wants to end this conflict in a just manner so that there would be 

no more conflicts between Azerbaijan and Armenia and the West cannot manipulate the soft 

belly of Russia.  So Russia’s approach seems positive. What would follow is Russian, Turkish, 

Iranian, Azerbaijan cooperation in Central Asia. Whereas on the other side, Pakistan is 

joining hands with China. The point is Russia and the Muslim world, Pakistan and China. 

Another interesting thing was I also served in Saudi Arabia for a long time and I also 

monitored Saudi-Pakistani relations. That was something which always triggered questions 

in my brain. It was not a healthy relationship. Especially this Wahabi-Salafi influence of Saudi 

Arabia which of course under the direction of United States was so effective, sorry to say, in 

Pakistani madrasahs. A country which was the castle of Sufism together with Afghanistan. 

That soft Islam gradually faded away replacing it with Wahabi-Salafi madrasahs, which I 

think is a handicap for the future of Pakistan. Sorry to say that, honestly, because I am 

Pakistan, we are the same, we are one nation, I believe in it.  

So now, Pakistan and China, Turkey and Russia, are we going to go different ways? Are we 

going to join in a certain manner strategically in a new world of 21st century? We should be 

thinking about that. How to do that?  Pakistan, Turkey, Azerbaijan and China we are in that 

same boat, so perhaps China would be our common partner, but we don’t know yet. As for 
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the western media, the western countries do not give their ears to us. We need to forget the 

west as they don’t listen to us. We need a new strategy. We should have the ears of the 

oppressed, African, Asian countries, Latin American countries and change our information 

strategy completely. Don’t try to convince the western world don’t try to convince the lobbies 

it’s of no use. We should start our new strategy of gaining the hearts and minds of the 

oppressed and surround the western world with our new allies especially winning their 

hearts that’s an important thing within this context Turkey, Pakistan and Malaysia, we are 

trying to build a new television network. I would be very happy and propose that Azerbaijan 

join this trilateral enterprise.  

Ankara University has a radio, wonderful radio I listen to it, but from morning to midnight, 

it plays Greek music and the hardcore nationalist in Greece are so tough on Turkey nowadays 

they do all kind of enmity and Ankara University Radio does not play any Pakistani or 

Azerbaijani pop music to bring us nearer. This is a perplexed look at the world and how we 

corrupt our youth by the wrong information technique.  Another point is for Karabakh, I 

would say the greatest enemy of Armenia is not Turkey or Azerbaijan. The greatest enemies 

of Armenia are the Minsk trio. Armenia is the last Russian slave country in the world today. 

It’s a Russian slave. It’s falling apart. Its population is growing up. 100, 000 Armenians are 

working illegally in Turkey. Its economy is in shambles, but the US and France want to keep 

it that way. Why? Because it’s the door to Turkey, Azerbaijan and Central Asia. Just for this 

mission, Americans, French and Russia keep Armenia in shambles. Those who say we are 

Armenia’s friends are the greatest enemies especially the US and France. And Armenians 

should wake up to that but I wonder if they would listen to us. With these words, I’ll stop 

here. I would like to thank Azerbaijan and Pakistan for all their friendship from the distant 

past until today as the one nation three states. This is our new motto and it will go forever 

Inshallah. Thank you. 


